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 Coastal Environments Inc. (CEI) conducted a cultural resources remote-sensing 
survey of two areas adjacent to Shamrock Island, Nueces County, Texas. The northern-most 
of these covers 56.38 hectares (139.31 acres), while the southern-most survey area 
encompasses 44.8 hectares (110.69 acres).  These are proposed locations of sand borrow 
areas to be used by the Nature Conservancy, Texas Coast Office for the Shamrock Island 
Restoration Project.  Data were collected by Naismith Marine of Houston, Texas on 
December 15th and 17th, 2014 and supervised by the principal investigator and the remote-
sensing specialist from CEI.  Remote-sensing equipment used in the project include a 
Geometrics 882 cesium magnetometer, an Edgetech 4125 dual frequency side-scan sonar 
system, and a digital recording fathometer.  Positioning was performed with a differential 
global positioning system (DGPS) with corrections provided by a Virtual Reference Station 
(VRS).  Upon delivery to CEI, additional processing and analysis was performed on the data 
and relevant archival work performed in order to determine the cultural significance of 
remote-sensing anomalies.  While the remote-sensing data delineate an array of modern oil 
targets, two targets of possible cultural significance (designated anomalies M11 and M16) 
were identified.  It is recommended that these targets either be avoided or that further 
investigations are carried out to determine their cultural significance.  
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 This report presents the findings of a Phase I, cultural resources, remote-sensing 
survey of two areas adjacent to Shamrock Island, a small island located in Corpus Christi 




Figure 1. Remote-sensing survey areas 1 and 2.  Map base: NASA Landsat Program, 2011, 
Landsat TM Scene LT50260412011263EDC00, United States Geological Survey 
(USGS), Sioux Falls, 9/20/2011. 
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Island.  The Gulf of Mexico is located 4.78 km (2.87 mi) east of Shamrock Island. and across 
Mustang Island.  The city of Corpus Christi it located 12.78 km (13.53 mi) to the west and 
the towns of Port Ingleside and Port Aransas are located 7.32 km (4.54 mi) to the northwest 
and 11.80 km (7.33 mi) to the northeast, respectively.  
 
 The project includes two separate survey areas, which are both proposed by the 




Figure 2. Remote-sensing survey areas.  Map base: United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, 
Coast Chart No. 11309,  Corpus Christi Bay, 2012.  
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the Shamrock Island Restoration Project.  The northern-most survey area (referred to 
henceforth as Survey Area 1) encompasses 56.38 hectares (139.31 acres) and the southern-
most survey area (Survey Area 2) encompasses 44.8 hectares (110.69 acres).  Survey Area 1  
is a rectangle with sides 739.83 m (2427.26 ft) by 762.02 m (2500.06 ft).  The smaller Survey 
Area 2 is 839.80 m (2755.26 ft) by 533.41 m (1750.03 ft).  Survey Area 1 and the majority of 
Survey Area 2 are located on the Port Ingleside 7.5' United States Geological Survey (USGS) 
Quadrangle, while a small portion of Survey Area 2 falls on the Crane Islands 7.5' USGS 
Quadrangle to the south.  Based on the latest United States Coast and Geodetic Survey 
(USCGS) chart (Figure 2), the bulk of both areas are made up of shoals that extend off of 
Shamrock Island with very shallow water depths of less than 1.2 m (4.0 ft).  To the north, in 
fact, a small finger of marsh is shown extending between Shamrock and Mustang Islands, 
although this was not present at the time of survey.  The area off of the shoal, however, 
reaches depths of  between 2.4 m (8 ft) and 3.7 m (12 ft).  
 
 The archaeological investigation described in this report was performed in response 
to federal laws that govern activities involving federal permits and Texas laws governing 
activities conducted on state lands or in state waters.  Applicable federal law include the 
National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 and, in particular, Sections 106 and 110 of that 
law, which require federal agencies to consider the effects of proposed activities on historic 
sites, including shipwrecks, and evaluate them under National Register of Historic Places 
(NRHP) criteria.  This includes activities permitted by federal agencies, which, in this case is 
the United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), under permit number SWG-2011-
00854.  As the project area is under the control of the Texas General Land Office (GLO), the 
Antiquities Code of Texas (Texas Natural Resource Code, Title 9, Chapter 191) is also 
applicable.  The primary goal of this code is to protect archaeological sites and historic 
properties on state lands.  Specifically, under the Texas Administrative Code, Title 13, Part 2, 
Chapters 26 and 28, a shipwreck located in waters controlled by the state can be designated 
as a State Antiquities Landmarks (SAL) if it is pre-twentieth century or 50 years old or older 
and of particular historical significance.  In response to these laws, the goal of the survey was 
to identify significant cultural resources, determine the impact of the proposed activities on 
any such resources identified in the survey, offer a strategy to mitigate any adverse effects, 
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and present these to both the client and the Texas Historical Commission (THC), who then 
has the opportunity to comment on the findings.   
 
 The remote-sensing surveys of both areas was completed on December 15 and 17, 
2015 and employed a Geometrics 858 magnetometer, a Edgetech 4125 dual frequency side-
scan sonar, and a digital recording fathometer. The survey crew consisted of Charles Pearson 
(Principal Investigator), Bryan Haley (Remote Sensing Specialist), and Seth Gambill (Vessel 
Operator / Remote Sensing Specialist) of Naismith Marine.  In addition to the cultural 
resources survey, the project also a hazard assessment by Naismith Marine.  After collection 
and initial processing of remote-sensing data by Naismith Marine, additional processing and 
interpretation was performed by CEI.  In addition, relevant wreck and obstruction databases, 
archaeological site files, and historic maps were examined. All data were entered into a GIS 
so that their real world positions could be accurately evaluated and so that the maps 
presented in this report could be produced.  The remainder of this report presents those 
findings.   
 
 Following this introductory chapter, report organization consists of: Natural and 
Historical Settings (Chapter 2), Field Investigations (Chapter 3), and Conclusions and 
Recommendations (Chapter 4).  Chapter 2 explores both the natural and cultural setting and 
history of the region. Also included are previously recorded shipwrecks and a consideration 
of previous cultural resource surveys.  Chapter 3 describes the remote-sensing field methods 
used, the procedure used for data analysis and interpretation, and the results.  Chapter 4 
summarizes those results and offers specific recommendations for addressing potentially 
significant cultural resources identified.  Bibliographic information is included following  













Corpus Christi Bay is one of the many shallow-water bays along the Texas coast.  
These bays are part of the extensive system of lagoonal estuaries that extend along the entire 
Texas Gulf coast.  Typical of Gulf Coast embayments, these water bodies are broad and 
shallow and nearly isolated from the Gulf of Mexico by barrier island-peninsula features.  In 
the case of Corpus Christi Bay, these features are Mustang Island and, to the south, Padre 
Island (Brown et al. 1976:13, 71-72).  Aransas Pass, at the northern end of Corpus Christi 
Bay, is the bay's primary natural (though artificially maintained) opening to the Gulf.  
Aransas Pass drains not only Corpus Christi Bay, but the larger bay network made up of 
Corpus Christi, Nueces, Redfish, Copano, Mission, Baffin, and Aransas bays.  Near the 
southern end of Corpus Christi Bay are Corpus Christi Pass and Newport Pass, both of which 
are now closed to the Gulf. 
 
Corpus Christi Bay is bounded to landward (i.e., north and west) in part by an 
elevated Pleistocene-age feature known as the Ingleside Barrier.  There is some disagreement 
as to whether the Ingleside feature formed as a barrier island or as an accretionary 
strandplain.  But there is general agreement that this relict landform developed along a 
Pleistocene shoreline in a manner similar to the modern barrier features (e.g., Mustang and 
Padre islands) of the Texas coast (Brown et al. 1976:18).  The sandy Ingleside feature rises to 
elevations of 7.6 m (25 ft) above sea level and is represented by landforms such as Live Oak 
Ridge and Encinal Peninsula on which the towns of Aransas Pass and parts of Corpus Christi 
are situated.   
 
Sea levels throughout the world began dropping about 60,000 years ago in response 
to the final stages of Wisconsin glaciation.  The rivers and streams along the Texas coast, as 
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elsewhere, began down-cutting into older, underlying fluvial and deltaic deposits.  These 
earlier deposits consist of coast-wise terraces of deltaic and fluvial origin, the latest of which 
is designated the Beaumont Terrace, probably formed during the Sangamon Interglacial (ca. 
300,000 to 80,000 years before present [B.P.]) (Aronow 1971).  Pleistocene deposits exposed 
in the Corpus Christi area probably date from the late Sangamon interglacial age (Brown et 
al. 1976:17).  At about 35,000 years B.P., sea level rose again during what has been termed 
the Farmdalian Interstadial (Saucier 1977).  This rise lasted until about 25,000 B.P. when the 
onset of Wisconsinan Glaciation produced another sea level fall.  Many believe that the 
Ingleside Barrier is part of a Gulf-wide barrier island system that developed during the 
Farmdalian highstand (Coastal Environments, Inc. 1977; Saucier 1977; Wilkinson et al. 
1975).   
 
Sea level dropped as much as 122 m (400 ft) below its present level during the 
Woodfordian Glaciation (25,000 to 12,000 B.P.) such that the Gulf shoreline was about 80 
km (50 mi) south of its present position.  The incised valleys of the coastal rivers, such as the 
Guadalupe, are scoured to depths of over 31 m (100 ft), recording this period of much lower 
sea level (McGowen et al. 1976:16).   The valley of the late Pleistocene Nueces River now 
lies buried beneath Corpus Christi and Aransas bays, and extends under Mustang and Padre 
Islands at a depth of 27 m (90 ft) to 38 m (125 ft) below the surface (Brown et al. 1976:19).   
 
By about 12,000 years B.P., sea level began to rise with the melting of the continental 
glaciers.  The coastal river valleys were slowly inundated and filled, first with estuarine and 
finally with marine sediments.  Extensive bay-estuary systems occupied the submerged 
valleys that now lie beneath the bays of the project area.  By about 9500 years ago the sea 
had begun to inundate the deeper parts of Corpus Christi Bay (the valley of the Nueces 
River) and Baffin Bay (part of the Nueces deltaic system) (McGowen et al. 1976:16; Shepard 
and Moore 1960).  In fact, Gulf waters may have extended inland along some of these incised 
valleys as far as 40 km (25 mi) or so from its present shoreline (McGowen et al. 1976:16).   
 
The formation of Corpus Christi Bay began when it became separated from the open 
Gulf by the development of Mustang Island and Padre Island.  This development began with 
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the slowing and stabilizing of sea level rise between about 3,500 to 4,000 B.P. (Aten 1983; 
McGowen et al. 1976; Rehkemper 1969).  Rising sea level had transported sand landward in 
the vicinity of the project area and, with stillstand, incipient islands formed (McGowen et al. 
1976:17).  As a result of wave action, sediments began to accumulate to form a series of 
shoals, possibly on top of Pleistocene topographic highs.  These shoals developed into barrier 
island nuclei fed by sands derived from the underlying and adjacent Pleistocene strandplain 
features and from the erosion of offshore fluvial deltaic deposits.  McGowen et al. (1976:17) 
note that tidal channels located above the buried Pleistocene valleys remained active for a 
long period of time, producing flood-tidal deltas that are still evident on the bay side of the 
islands.  Eventually, the tidal channels separating these incipient islands closed due to spit 
accretion and tidal pass filling.  The islands coalesced forming the islands and creating 
Corpus Christi Bay and the other associated bays and lagoons.  
 
With the stabilization of sea level, Corpus Christi Bay and the other bays began to 
take on their modern aspect.  Shoreline features of these bays were smoothed by wave 
erosion, and river-borne sediments began to fill them.  The estuarine delta of the Nueces 
started building into the upper ends of its estuary about 2,000 to 2,500 years B.P. and delta 
building has generally continued since that time (Brown et al. 1976:22; Shepard and Moore 
1960).   
 
Since their formation, Mustang and Padre islands have remained low profile, 
transgressive features consisting of a relatively thin deposit of sand (generally less than 18 ft 
thick) overlying estuarine muds (Morton and McGowen 1980:141-143).  Storm surges in the 
1.2 to 1.8 m (4 to 6 ft) range can wash over the islands.  Larger storms may create passes 
through them, most of which fill quickly, while some may remain open for years.  The early 
history of these islands was characterized by rapid accretion, but both of these barrier islands 
have recently entered an erosional phase (McGowen et al. 1976:22).   
 
Currently, there is a single principal inlet connecting Corpus Christi Bay with the 
Gulf of Mexico.  This is Aransas Pass, the major tidal inlet in the region.  The pass is a 
natural inlet that has been open continuously in the historic period.  The Pass has also served 
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as the navigation entrance to Corpus Christi Bay, although in the past it was relatively 
dangerous because of its instability.  Several vessels are known to have been lost in the pass, 
including the Morgan Line steamer Mary in 1876 (Pearson and Simmons 1995).  Efforts to 
stabilize the pass have been undertaken since the last century and today it is maintained and 
controlled with stone jetties and periodic maintenance dredging.  Aransas Pass, today, serves 
as the major entrance for marine traffic into the Corpus Christi area.   
 
Hurricanes, important in the shaping process of the land features in the region, have 
also played an important role in maritime accidents in the area.  Between 1912 and 1961 at 
least 4 tropical storms (winds over 39 mph) and 4 hurricanes (winds over 74 mph) struck this 
area (Brown et al. 1977:28).  Apart from hurricanes, whose effects are immediately apparent, 
lesser winds have helped to shape the bay system.  The present configuration of the 
shorelines within the bay system is the result of extensive wave erosion by persistent 
southeasterly winds and severe, but short-lived, northerly winds.  
 
In addition to winds, reefs within the bay system are noted as playing a role in several 
area shipwrecks.  The principal reefs within the bay system are composed chiefly of the 
edible oyster Crassostrea virginica.  These reefs are outside the survey area, being found 
mainly in Copano, San Antonio, and Aransas bays (McGowen et al. 1976:64).   
 
The Nueces River is the major fresh water stream flowing into Corpus Christi Bay, 
entering at the city of Corpus Christi.   Water depths in Corpus Christi Bay are generally 
between 1.8 and 3.7 m (6 and 12 ft) and the bay bottoms are composed predominantly of silt 
and sand.  Dredging of navigation channels, with subsequent disposal of dredge material (and 
attendant suspended sediments which restrict reef growth), has occurred in Corpus Christi 
Bay as well as the adjacent bays (Brown et al. 1976:73).  Many dredge-spoil banks flank the 
shipping channel and large numbers are high enough to be habitable.  
 
Along the perimeter of Corpus Christi Bay are low-lying, tidally-inundated, coastal 
marshes, comprised of numerous plant communities, primarily smooth cordgrass (Spartina 
alterniflora), marsh hay cordgrass (Spartina patens), glasswort-saltwort (Salicornia 
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bigelovii-S. virginica-Batis maritima) and gulf cordgrass (Spartina spp.).  The higher 
elevations of the adjacent islands and dune features support species such as sea purslane 
(Sesuvium portulacastrum), morning-glory (Ipomea spp.), and sea-oats (Uniola paniculata). 
 
Shamrock Island is currently located about .9 km (.56 mi) from the larger Mustang 
Island.  An examination of historical nautical charts indicates that the area north of Shamrock 
Island, where Survey Area 1 is located, has changed somewhat over the past century.  A 
1970 NOAA Office of Coast Survey Chart (Figure 3) depicts a narrow finger of dry land 
connecting Shamrock and Mustang Islands, which is not present on the 2012 marine chart 
(see Figure 2) and this area was completely submerged during the survey (see bathymetry 
results, Chapter 3).  Marine charts from 1928 (Figure 4) and 1884 (Figure 5), which is the 
earliest available chart, show a very similar scene, however, indicating that this feature was 
fairly stable over that period of time.  Moving off of the shoal, the area to the northwest, 
which is in Corpus Christi Bay proper, and the area to the southeast, which is in Shamrock 
Cove, have changed little over since 1884.  Water depths there, as indicated on the various 
charts, have ranged from 2.1 to 3.0 m (7 to 10 ft) over that time.  
 
To the south of Shamrock Island, where Survey Area 2 sits, there has also been some 
erosion over the last century or more.  The 1884 nautical chart (Figure 5) shows the island 
forms a shoal that extends out for as much as 655 m (2150 ft) and is submerged by a few feet 
of water.  Nautical charts from 2012 (Figure 2), 1970 (Figure 3), and 1928 (Figure 4) show a 
similar feature, although the dry land has migrated about 320 m (1060 ft) to the south.  
Continuing off of the shoal, water depths of 2.4 to 3.0 m (8 to 10 ft) have remained relatively 




Figure 3. Remote-sensing survey areas.  Map base: United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, 




Figure 4. Remote-sensing survey areas. Map base: United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, 





Figure 5. Remote-sensing survey areas. Map base: United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, 
Coast Chart No. 209,  Aransas Pass, Aransas and Copano Bays, 1884. 
 
 
Exploration and Settlement  
 
 
The project area falls within what is commonly called the Coastal Bend area of the 
Texas Gulf coast.  This area encompasses a stretch of characteristically barren and sandy 
beaches and low islands from San Antonio Bay southwest to Baffin Bay which was 
considered inhospitable by early European explorers and generally avoided.  As a result, the 
area was sporadically visited for over three centuries before permanent settlement occurred.  
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The first Europeans known to have visited the areas of Corpus Christi, Padre Island, Laguna 
Madre, and adjacent coastal waters were the crew that accompanied Alonso Alvarez de 
Piñeda in 1519.  Piñeda explored and mapped the Gulf coast from Apalachicola to Yucatan 
for Francisco de Garay, who had been given that previously unexplored area by the Spanish 
government.  However, the resulting Mapa de las Costa Tierra Firma shows only crudely 
drawn entrances to bays and rivers and offers no discernible details (Martin and Martin 
1982:10-11).   
 
The first Europeans to actually spend any extended period of time in the vicinity of 
the project area are thought to be several surviving members of the 1528 expedition of 
Pánfilo de Narváez.  The Narváez expedition landed at Tampa Bay, Florida, in April 1528.  
After several months of hardship and disease, the expedition decided to abandon their 
conquest of "La Florida.”  From a location near the mouth of the Apalachicola River the 
Spaniards built and launched five barges in an attempt to reach Mexico by water.  
Eventually, all of the barges were either lost at sea or wrecked on the Louisiana or Texas 
coasts and only five individuals survived to reach Mexico.  Among these was Alvar Núñez 
Cabeza de Vaca, treasurer of the enterprise, who left a lengthy account of the disastrous 
expedition and his several years’ sojourn among the Indians before reaching Culican, 
Mexico, in 1536.  Cabeza de Vaca’s account has been extensively studied, and, while there is 
dispute concerning the specific route of the survivors, it is probable that he visited areas in 
this vicinity (Campbell and Campbell 1988:16). 
 
In 1554, three Spanish vessels laden with treasure wrecked on the Texas coast south 
of Corpus Christi.  Most of the survivors of this calamity died as they attempted to make their 
way back to Mexico overland along the coast, meeting death at the hands of Indians or the 
hostile environment.  While most of the survivors met a tragic end, a large part of the cargo 
carried by the fleet was recovered by salvage crews sent from Veracruz (Arnold and Weddle 
1978).  Owing in part to this mishap, an exploration team of three vessels and 60 men, led by 
Guido de las Bazares, sailed in 1558 from San Juan de Ulúa (Veracruz) to explore “ports and 
bays on the coast of Florida” (Weddle 1985:257); a name which at that time referred to 
almost the entire Gulf coast, as well as the east coast of Florida.  Sailing northward along the 
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coast of Texas they briefly inspected an area just south of Corpus Christi.  Continuing on, 
Bazares missed the passes and bays of Corpus Christi, landing next at Matagorda Bay.  
Although Bazares and his men sailed by the Corpus Christi Bay system, his reports were 
some of the earliest ever recorded for this area of the Texas coast (Arnold and Weddle 
1978:173-174; Weddle 1985). 
 
In 1685, French explorer Réne-Robert Cavelier, Sieur de La Salle, left France to 
establish a colony at the mouth of the Mississippi River.  Arriving instead at the entrance to 
Matagorda Bay, the French established their settlement, Fort St. Louis, on Garcitas Creek at 
the head of Lavaca Bay, some 80 km (50 mi) north of Aransas Bay (Webb 1952:I:30-33; 
Weddle et al. 1987).  This French endeavor ended in tragedy; La Salle was killed by his own 
men in March 1687 while on an expedition in search of help from other French outposts 
located to the east.  Survivors of this party traveled on to Canada, while those left behind at 
Fort St. Louis were attacked by Indians in 1687.  Most settlers were killed, although a few 
survived and lived with the Indians.  It is not known if any of the La Salle settlers visited or 
explored the region of the project area. 
 
Receiving reports that French were within their territory, Spanish authorities sent out 
expeditions to locate the intruders.  Alonso de León, a Spaniard of Mexican birth, made 
several attempts to search for the French and colonize Texas, reaching only as far as the Rio 
Grande on his first expedition in 1686.  On a second attempt the following year, de León 
crossed the Rio Grande and reached Baffin Bay.  Spanish pilot Juan Enríquez Barroto left an 
account of another expedition sent in 1686-87 to find the French settlers.  The expedition, 
under the command of Captain Martín de Rivas, departed from Veracruz traveling along the 
coast in two, large, shallow-draft sailing “piragues" (Weddle et al. 1987:129-203).  In March 
1687 they reached the vicinity of Aransas Bay and the pilot Barroto named a large pass he 
found here "Rio de San Joseph,” apparently referring to present-day Aransas Pass (Weddle et 
al. 1987:166).  Barroto writes: 
 
In the mouth of the river I observed the sun and found 27°46' latitude, and, 
everyone agreeing I named it Río de San Joseph.  The branch that I have said runs 
within enters this river and from here continues north.  From the height of the dunes, I 
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could discern no other, nor whether it has any that runs into the interior, west or 
southwest.  From the small cay toward the inside, it has little water and many sand 
banks.  I discovered some at low tide.  The river is of saltwater and has another small 
lagoon that runs behind the leeward point.  The mouth of this river, coming from the 
sea, is easily recognizable by the large gap between the windward shore and the 
leeward, with the body of the river [Weddle et al. 1987:166]. 
 
The name San Joseph is found on subsequent maps of the region and continues to be retained 
in St. Joseph Island on the north side of Aransas Pass.  Barroto’s “small cay toward the 
inside” may refer to present-day Harbor Island which lies just inside the pass. 
 
The expedition was delayed at Rio de San Joseph for several days because of contrary 
winds and weather.  The Spaniards met several Indians during the wait and, based on this 
encounter, Barroto provided one of the earliest descriptions of the area's aboriginal 
occupants.   
 
After we had entered, the two canoes went with the ensigns in charge to talk 
with the Indians who were waiting upon the dunes.  They took the two interpreters 
from Tamaolipa and arrived at the foot of the dunes.  The Indians came down and 
each one presented an arrow as a peace token, most of them without the flint point, 
which they purposely had removed.  Most of them are bald and tattooed [pelones y 
raiadas], but the interpreters did not understand their language.  Therefore, 
communicating only by signs we could understand nothing.  The sign for water 
having been given, they guided us to a lagoon, where we watered [Weddle et al. 
1987:166-167]. 
 
The Spanish provided the Indians with old clothing and beads in exchange for fish 
offered by the women.  Eventually, the Indian men asked the Spanish to leave and they (the 
Indians) moved their camp (ranchería) to a more distant location (Weddle et al. 1987:166).  
The Barroto expedition subsequently reached Matagorda Bay, but found that the French 
colony had vanished.   
 
Tensions between the French and Spanish over what was to become Texas continued 
into the eighteenth century.  In 1720, France sent Jean Béranger to explore and map the 
coast.  He visited Aransas Bay and described local Indians and surroundings in detail.  A map 
prepared by Devin, a member of the expedition, clearly identifies features around Aransas 
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Bay (Béranger 1983).  A second French expedition under Barnard de la Harpe explored the 
Galveston Bay area (Guthrie 1988:114; Webb 1952:I:148).   
 
The Spaniards responded to these French incursions in 1722 with an expeditionary 
force of about 500 men led by the newly-appointed governor of Coahuila y Texas, the 
Marqués of San Miguel de Aguayo.  Aguayo drove the French out of east Texas and 
established a presidio and mission near the French post of Natchitoches on the Red River in 
northern present-day Louisiana.  He sent a secondary force to reoccupy the region of 
Matagorda Bay, known to the Spanish as La Bahía del Espíritu Santo.  Aguayo established 
the presidio of Nuestra Señora de Loreta on the site of the old French Fort St. Louis and 
erected a nearby mission, Nuestra Señora del Espíritu Santo de Zúñiga.  The mission and 
presidio, known collectively as “La Bahía,” were moved in 1726 to the Guadalupe River and, 
in 1749, to the San Antonio River near modern-day Goliad (Webb 1952:I:17, II:1). 
 
The next explorer known to have entered the area was Captain Joaquín Orobio y 
Basterra, commandant of the Presidio La Bahía.  In 1747 he was ordered by José de 
Escandón, who had been appointed to settle the Rio Grande Valley, to examine the region 
around the presidio and mission.  Marching overland and following the Nueces River, 
Basterra soon reached Corpus Christi Bay, which he called San Miguel Arcangel (Guthrie 
1988:4; Sheire 1971:20-21) and Baffin Bay, which he called “Lago de la Santisma Trinidad.”   
 
The next Spaniard known to have visited and report on the region was Ortíz Parrilla 
who, in September 1766, left the Rio Grande for La Bahía.  He explored down the Guadalupe 
River and then overland to Matagorda Bay, perhaps reaching the bay near Indianola.  His 
report resulted in the establishment of a coast guard outpost at “Aranzaza,” now Live Oak 
Point at the entrance to Copano Bay (Huson 1935:73).  Prior to 1766 Blas Maria de la Garza 
had successfully established a cattle ranch in what is now Nueces County.  This and later 
ranches introduced longhorn cattle to the area, which were eventually to multiply into huge 
numbers and become an economic mainstay of the entire region.  Between 1766 and 1785 
other Spaniards must have explored and charted the coast, because maps became more 
detailed during this period.  However, these expeditions are not well known.  The most 
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important of them seems to have been the expedition of the pilot José de Evía who, at the 
request of Governor Bernardo de Gálvez, made a careful study of the Gulf coast between 
1783 and 1786.  This resulted in the 1799 Carta Esférica que Comprehende las Costas del 
Seno Mexicano Construida de Orden del Rey by Juan de Lángara of the Spanish 
Hydrographic Service.   
 
While Béranger and Basterra and others described the Aransas bay area in ideal 
terms, actual settlement was slow in coming to the region.  Spanish colonization only began 
in 1785 when the port of El Copano, located at the head of Copano Bay (also known as 
“Aranzaza Bay”), was opened for trade by Viceroy Don Jose Gálvez.  The port was said to 
have soon developed into a haven for smuggling and pirates and, in an effort to control this 
activity, the mission of Nuestra Señora del Refugio was later established.  After an initial 
settlement attempt at Mesquite Landing at the mouth of the Guadalupe River, this mission 
was subsequently established in 1793 on the bluff overlooking Goff Bayou in present-day 
Calhoun County.  In April 1794 hostile Karankawa-Copano Indian bands destroyed the 
ranchos and threatened the mission itself, whereby the decimated mission population was 
relocated to modern Refugio in 1795 (Guthrie 1988:6-7; Huson 1935:2-7; Weinstein et al. 
1992:4-5).  
 
Padre Island takes its name from the Spanish priest who first owned it.  In 1800 Padre 
Island was included in a Spanish land grant to Father Nicolas Balli, who passed it on to his 
nephew, who left it in 1844.  In 1847 John Singer was shipwrecked here and built a house 
near the ruins of the old Balli place.  He began a ranch on the island, but being a union 
sympathizer, he left during the Civil War (Miller 1977: 135).   
 
The Mexican War of Independence (1811-1821) had little direct impact on life and 
activities in the Corpus Christi Bay area.  However, the Mexican government did encourage 
settlement in Texas through the empresario system, a decision which had great and lasting 
impact on settlement of the region.  Empresarios were men given permits and land grants by 
the government to bring settlers into the region.  Moses Austin and his son, Stephen F. 
Austin, were the most influential empresarios.  In 1821 Stephen Austin was granted 
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permission to explore Texas in a search for lands for his colonists.  He traveled along much 
of the Texas coast during this examination, including the area of Corpus Christi Bay.  Austin 
selected for his colony an area farther north on the Texas coast, the land between the Lavaca 
and Brazos rivers.   
 
In 1824 the Mexican Congress incorporated all of Texas into a new state, Coahuila y 
Texas, with its capital at Saltillo.  At the same time, states were granted the power to set 
immigration laws, and the state legislature of Coahuila y Texas granted no less than two 
dozen empresario contracts similar to Austin's.  As a result, settlement of Texas turned into a 
virtual land rush (Haley 1985:19).  Immigration into and intensive colonization around 
Copano and Aransas bays began in the late 1820s and early 1830s led by empresarios who 
received contracts to settle the area from the new Mexican government.  The first of these 
colonists—200 immigrants recruited in Ireland—entered the area through Aransas Pass.  
They were brought by John McMullen and James McGloin who received a large, inland land 
grant from the Mexican government.  The colonists sailed to Texas by way of New York, 
arriving at El Copano in October 1829 aboard a brig, the New Packet, and a schooner 
(Guthrie 1988:11; Huson 1935:2-7).   
 
Additional immigrants soon followed and El Copano became a busy port.  James 
Power and Dr. James Hewetson brought hundreds of families into El Copano during the 
1830s to settle on land they had been granted between the Nueces and Guadalupe rivers.  All 
colonists had to cross the bar at Aransas Pass, a crossing that was a hazardous undertaking 
due to the shallow water and shifting bar and channel.  No colonizing and little settlement 
was attempted south of Corpus Christi until the late nineteenth century. 
 
The majority of American settlers in Texas in the 1820s were not actively interested 
in separation from Mexico, but they did want a larger share in their own government.  A 
Mexican law enacted on April 6, 1830, supported military occupation of Texas, increased 
colonization by Mexicans and Europeans, particularly immigrants from Germany and 
Switzerland (while forbidding further settlers from the United States), and urged 
establishment of more coastwise trade between Texas and Mexico.  American settlers 
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responded with the Convention of 1832, which met in San Felipe de Austin and aired various 
complaints against the Mexican government.  Their Second Convention in April 1833 was 
convened to produce a constitution for the (still Mexican) state of Texas.  That spring, 
Stephen Austin traveled to Mexico City with hopes of negotiating differences between 
settlers and government, but he was jailed by the authorities there and was unable to return to 
Texas until September 1835 (Haley 1985:28-29).   
 
Worried about the situation, the Mexican government sent General Juan N. Almonte 
to Texas in 1834 on a tour of inspection.  On his report of El Copano, Almonte noted: 
 
Copano seems to be the deepest port in Texas, according to information which 
I have been able to gather in Bexar.  It has from fifteen to eighteen feet of water at the 
bar and ten or twelve throughout the Bay of Aransas.  Ships of small draught can 
anchor within a few yards of land.  The port of Copano is admirably situated for a 
maritime custom house.  There are two roads from this port to Goliad, one over which 
vehicles may travel, and another suitable only for horse travel.  This department has 
also two other ports:  that of Corpus Christi, to the south of Copano, and that of 
Sabiniti, which is to the north in Matagorda Bay [Kennedy 1974:392-394 [1841]]. 
 
 
Almonte recommended that the port at El Copano be fortified, but this was never 
carried out (Guthrie 1988:14).  About this same time, the Mexican government placed the 
schooner Santa Pia in Copano Bay as a revenue boat, hoping to help control spreading Anglo 
influence in Texas.   
 
None of these actions by the Mexican government helped, and in 1835 armed 
rebellion broke out.  In August 1835 General Martin Perfecto de Cós, son-in-law of Santa 
Anna, landed 400 troops and munitions at El Copano, then moved north to Goliad (Guthrie 
1988:15).  Immediately after Cós left town it was occupied by Texans, and in December 
General Sam Houston sent a message to his forces stating that “All volunteers arriving on the 
shores of Texas will forthwith report to headquarters by express and proceed to Copano 
where I designate they be stationed” (quoted in Guthrie 1988:16).  Mexican troops 
reoccupied Copano in March 1836, but following the humiliating defeat of Santa Anna on 
April 21, 1836, they quickly departed the town. 
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After the war Mexico and Texas continued to contend with each other over their 
common border.  Mexico claimed the territory up to the Nueces River but Texas claimed that 
the Rio Grande was the correct border.  The question was settled by the Mexican War, after 
Texas was admitted into the United States, and the Rio Grande became the border (Miller 
1977: 127). 
 
With the end of Texas’ war of independence, settlement and economic growth of the 
region again resumed.  Small towns such as Lamar, St. Mary’s, Aransas, and Corpus Christi 
made their appearances.  Corpus Christi was founded by Henry Kinney and his partner 
William P. Aubrey as a trading post in 1839.  Soon, overland trade developed between the 
post and Mexico at Brownsville and other inland points, as well as bay landings.  However, it 
was not until General Zachary Taylor stationed 4000 troops at the post in 1845 during the 
Mexican War that Corpus Christi turned into a booming town (Guthrie 1988; Price 1948). 
 
It was at this time that the first historically important shipwreck occurred in Corpus 
Christi Bay.  This was the destruction of the riverboat Dayton.  She was built in 1835, at 
Pittsburgh, and had been engaged in trade on the Ohio and Mississippi rivers (Works 
Progress Administration 1942:3:59).  She was contracted for government service for the war 
and was involved in the shipment of troops and supplies for the army.  While sailing in 
Corpus Christi Bay, off McGloin's Bluff, she exploded, burned, and sank (Wagner n.d.). 
 
Corpus Christi was deserted almost overnight when Taylor’s troops left but continued 
to be a shipping point for the military operation in Mexico (Miller 1977: 129) until the end of 
the war.  Trade declined for a few years until it was stimulated again, this time by the 
California Gold Rush.  In Corpus Christi Gold-seekers purchased supplies and found 
transportation west.  Its growth was hampered again by the Civil War, but the town 
continued to be an important port on the Texas Coast, being serviced by shallow-draft vessels 
carrying a variety of cargo and merchandise (Guthrie 1988).   
 
In 1853 Richard King bought approximately 30,000 ha of land on Santa Gertrudis 
Creek and began the establishment of the largest cattle ranch in Texas.  After 1860, when 
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Mifflin Kenedy bought a half interest, the ranch continued to grow until it comprised about 
1.25 million acres (Haley 1985:144).  It was later divided into smaller, more manageable 
ranches.  The modest population of the area south of Corpus Christi was employed at this and 
the few other ranches below it. 
 
In 1853 an Englishman, Robert Ainsworth Mercer, moved to St. Joseph Island from 
Mobile.  Soon he moved across the pass to Mustang Island where he established a ranch and, 
also, became a bar pilot, as did his sons John G. and Ned, and his son-in-law Frank 
Stephenson (Mercer n.d.).  The homestead established by Robert Mercer eventually became 
the location of the town of Port Aransas.  Mustang Island and Padre Island were occupied by 
only a few families and were used for cattle ranching.  The Texas coast from Corpus Christi 
to the Rio Grande was sparsely populated and crossed by few roads. 
 
The low population of the area combined with its access to the interior of Texas made 
the area attractive for illegal trade.  Point Penascal was an outlet of the “Smugglers’ Pass” 
route.  Smugglers’ Pass was in operation from the Colonial period, and extended from 
Corpus Christi through Santa Rosa and LaParra Ranch, southwest through Laredo to 
Chihuahua, Mexico.  This place continued to be important in clandestine trade during the 
Civil War, when cotton was unloaded here for overland transportation to Mexico.  Articles 
from Mexico were often brought by the reverse of that route. 
 
The entire coast of Texas was blockaded during the early years of the Civil War.  In 
1862, the Federal blockader Afton arrived off Aransas Pass.  Union forces were sent ashore 
and some property was destroyed and burned, including the Robert Mercer and Thomas 
Clubb homes on Mustang Island.  In August of 1862 the U.S. Navy, not satisfied with 
blockading, attempted to take Corpus Christi by direct action.  Some Confederate boats, 
including the  schooner Elma, the sloop Hanna, and the steamer A. Bee (or A.B.) were burned 
in Corpus Christi Bay to prevent capture by the invading forces.  The schooner Elma and 
Hanna were burned near the Nueces River channel (Naval History Department 1971:II-91, 
II-92).   
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On August 16, 1862, Lieutenant Kitteredge led a party of sailors from the U.S.S. 
Belle Italia on a raid on Corpus Christi but was, himself, captured (Naval History 
Department 1971: II-91). On St. Joseph Island, several houses and warehouses were 
plundered or burned (Kuehne 1973:18-19).  Alhough Admiral Farragut reported in October 
of 1862 that he controlled Galveston, Corpus Christi and Sabine City, that December the 
Confederate steamer  Queen of the Bay, captured some Union navy boats that were sent to 
capture her.  The Union vessels attacked while Queen of the Bay was sounding Corpus 
Christi Bay, but the Union crews were forced to beach and abandon their boats by the 
determined cannonade of the Confederate ship (Naval History Department 1971:II-112).   
 
At least three blockade runners were encountered in the Gulf of Mexico off Corpus 
Christi by the U.S. Navy (Naval History Department 1971:III-132, 159, 160).  During the 
remainder of the war, while continuing the effort to capture blockade runners, raiding parties 
from Federal ships made other landings and destroyed property, but other than this type of 
activity, military action in the region was minimal.  However, by the end of the war, Mustang 
and Padre islands were almost totally deserted (Kuehne 1973:19). 
 
After the Civil War, Point Penascal became the center of yet another smuggling 
operation.  This time the trade involved the transportation of stolen Texas cattle.  Contraband 
goods from Mexico were also brought in.  The settlement and ranch on the point was called 
Penascal and had a population of about 500 persons and a number of well-built houses.  
Cattle that were rustled from the King and other local ranches were held there and also taken 
across Laguna Madre to Padre Island.  The cattle were transported across the water on 
“chalanas,” home-made flat boats.  From Padre Island, they were sold to waiting foreign 
ships anchored off shore.  Finally, local ranchers put a stop to the trade by burning out the 
residents of Point Penascal (Voellinger 1991:20). 
 
 
Maritime Commerce of the Corpus Christi Bay / Laguna Madre Area 
 
 
From their founding to the Civil War, towns around Corpus Christi, Aransas, and 
Copano bays supported a limited maritime trade.  Cargoes at this time consisted largely of 
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basic comestibles and subsistence commodities required by the local population.  Indications 
of the nature and volume of this trade can be found in customs records of the period.  For 
example, the first entry in the Live Oak Point customs records are for the schooner Southern, 
arriving on September 11, 1837.  She carried “2 bbls. [barrels] brandy, 2 bbls. rum, 1 bbl. 
sugar, 2 sacks coffee, 10 bbls. flour, 421 bales tobacco, 15 boxes soap, 5 kegs lard, 6 boxes 
claret [1 doz. each], 1 sack of salt, 7 boxes tea, 1 cask crackers, 1 box lemons, 1 keg rice and 
1 grindstone” (Guthrie 1988:20).  This cargo was probably rather typical for the period.  
Volume of trade was not high, however, with comparatively few ships arriving.  Below 
Corpus Christi Bay, on the Laguna Madre, there was little shipping activity except for the 
surreptitious movement of stolen cattle and contraband. 
 
During the early part of the Civil War, while other Southern ports were blockaded, 
this area evidently did a thriving business exporting cotton and salt to Matamoros, Mexico.  
Ships could unload and load unobserved within the confines of the bays and coves, later 
slipping out through Aransas Pass, or over Padre Island, and into the Gulf of Mexico.  
However, activities of blockade runners out of the Pass precipitated visitations by Federal 
gunboat fleets in 1862 and 1864 to suppress this trade (Guthrie 1988:78-79; Huson 1935:42). 
 
Disruption of markets and transportation networks by the Civil War was acutely felt 
in South Texas, particularly by the region’s cattle ranchers who found themselves afterward 
with thousands of head of hardy longhorn cattle and uncertain overland markets to the north.  
Cattlemen sought a more profitable and less hazardous method of transporting their animals 
and animal byproducts to more dependable markets on the Gulf and Atlantic coasts.  What 
they needed was a regional port from which cattle could be efficiently shipped to these newly 
reopening markets.  The Federal attacks on St. Mary’s and Copano Bay had damaged 
warehouses and a wharf there, so a port location closer to Aransas Pass was sought (Guthrie 
1988:90; Huson 1955:157; Wood 1985:185).   
 
An alternative to shipping cattle on-the-hoof was the reduction of cattle to more 
efficiently transported byproducts; an enterprise that proved immensely profitable and fueled 
an economic boom for several towns along Aransas Bay.  Ranchers James M. Doughty and 
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Richard H. Wood, selected the location for the town of Rockport on Aransas Bay and 
constructed the first cattle pens there in 1866.  Soon thereafter, in 1866-67, the first 
“packery,” the plant where cattle were butchered rendered to the principal products of tallow, 
hides, and horns, was established three miles north of Rockport by W.S. Hall.  Other holding 
pens and packeries were promptly built, as were the first of a number of wharfs used to load 
cattle and cattle products onto the ships drawn to this burgeoning trade (Guthrie 1988:91, 92; 
Huson 1955:160-163; Wood 1985:185).   
 
By the mid 1870s, the economic pendulum had shifted and the market price of live 
cattle became profitable enough to again ship them on-the-hoof.  This forced the irrevocable 
decline of the packeries (Guthrie 1988:92-93; Huson 1955:161).  Commodities such as 
cotton began to replace the tonnage shipped out of the area by the cattle industry.  While only 
30 bales were reportedly shipped in 1881, cotton steadily gained in importance.  By 1882, 
364 bales were carried from Rockport, and it was predicted that in the near future thousands 
of bales would be shipped yearly.   
 
The average depth of Aransas pass and the bays demanded use of specialized craft.  
The Morgan Steamship Line, owned and operated by shipping and railroad magnet Charles 
Morgan, designed and built shallow-draft, sidewheel steamers, such as the Aransas, 
specifically for that market or utilized other vessels with acceptable drafts and large capacity.  
These included the Mary (sunk in Aransas Pass in 1876), St. Mary, Gussie, Morgan, Hudson, 
Hewes, Harris, Hutchinson, Clinton, Harlen, and Alabama (Guthrie 1988:93-94).  An 
average load of live cattle—133 “beeves” and 241 calves—was carried, in addition to 
passengers and other cargo, by the Harris on a trip between Rockport and New Orleans in 
January 1877 (Guthrie 1988:94).   
 
A steamer was in port in Corpus Christi and Aransas almost every day and, 
frequently, as many as half a dozen vessels were docked at wharfs in Rockport and Fulton 
loading products of packeries or live cattle for destinations in the Gulf of Mexico, Caribbean 
Sea, and Atlantic Ocean (Huson 1955:162; Nims 1939:43-44).  Charles Morgan, attracted 
specifically to these South Texas ports by the opportunities provided in shipping cattle and 
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cattle products, had committed at least three ships per week exclusively for the cattle trade 
(Baughman 1962, 1968; Huson 1955:164).   
 
Throughout the economic vicissitudes, and in spite of challenges by nature, cattle 
ranching has continued to be a major industry in the region.  One such challenge was the 
devastating hurricane of 1919.  An otherwise successful cattle operation on St. Joseph Island 
suffered enormous losses in this storm:  of 6,400 head of purebred Herefords, only 359 
survived.  Drowned cattle littered the beaches from Lamar south to Corpus Christi, more than 
20 miles distant, where one prize bull had come to rest in the lobby of the Nueces Hotel 
(Wood 1985:187). 
 
A branch of the San Antonio and Aransas Pass Railroad officially arrived at Aransas 
Pass and Rockport in 1888.  During the late 1840s, and throughout the 1850s, a number of 
schemes were hatched to connect principal towns in south central Texas to the Gulf coast and 
foster economic development and expansion of the Republic’s and, after 1845, the State’s 
transportation network in that expansive region.  Several plans, some far more ambitious than 
others, focused on the coast in the area of San Antonio, Copano, Aransas, and Corpus Christi 
bays. 
 
There were repeated and often quite vocal calls for establishment of deep-water port 
facilities in the Aransas Pass area in the late nineteenth century.  A number of local 
companies were created over a span of some 40 years, from ca. 1880 to 1920, to capitalize on 
the potential local and regional economic benefits which would result from the dredging of 
deep channels through Aransas Pass, of accommodating basins at Harbor Island or the town 
of Aransas Pass on the mainland, and from the vastly increased volume of ship traffic and the 
various industries which that in turn would attract.  The existing structure of the Old 
Terminal embankment was incorporated into many, if not all, of these plans.   
 
Most of the jetty construction and dredging at Aransas Pass and excavation of a 
channel and basin at Harbor Island were completed by 1912, when true deep-water port 
facilities can be said to have finally arrived in South Texas (Alperin 1977:132; Guthrie 
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1988:86).  By 1925, maps of the area depicted the embankment as discontinuous and no 
longer showed a railway running along its length.  Construction of segments of the Gulf 
Intracoastal Waterway undoubtedly accounted for disconnection near the mainland (Alperin 
1977:131-133).  Modern charts reflect continued dissipation of the feature and recent visual 
inspection confirms that trend.  Major topical storms and, to a much lesser degree, routine 
maintenance of navigational channels in the vicinity are principally responsible for 
deterioration of the Old Terminal embankment. 
 
After years of behind-the-scenes wrangling and often vicious open competition, the 
deep-draft channel was awarded to Corpus Christi, one of three regional communities vying 
for that economic plum.  Rockport and Aransas Pass failed to offset the formidable 
advantages offered by Corpus Christi:  “service by four railroads, three banks, ample room 
for expansion, and plans for an enterprising navigation district” (Alperin 1977:133).  
Diversified agricultural and cattle production and natural gas fields in areas outside the city 
strengthened its lock on the selection.  The longest channel required for any of the three 
contesting locales was completed and Corpus Christi’s harbor was officially opened to 





The various wars impeded maritime commerce in the area, as did expanding railroads 
after 1880.  But probably the greatest detriments to the region’s shipping industry were the 
navigational unpredictability of the continually shifting and shoaling bars at Aransas Pass 
and the lack of dependable deep-water channels within the bays.  The first attempt at 
navigation improvement of the Pass was the construction of a lighthouse on Harbor Island, to 
the north of Aransas Pass, in 1856 (Kuehne 1973:24).  The second attempt at navigation 
improvement was and attempt by the town of Rockport to halt the migration and shoaling of 
the Pass with construction of a 600-ft long dike, which was quickly destroyed by teredos and 
wave action.  In addition, a channel located at the southern entrance to Corpus Christi Bay 
was closed to increase flow through Aransas Pass, thus deepening the bar. 
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At the same time improvements were being attempted at Aransas Pass, private 
interests were trying to improve the water depths between the Pass and the town of Corpus 
Christi.  Only shallow-draft vessels could enter Corpus Christi Bay, and then only by having 
to negotiate numerous shoals and shallows.  An 1845 diary entry by Colonel Ethan 
Hitchcock, Chief of Intelligence for Zachary Taylor's army, described his concern over the 
very difficult passage from Aransas Pass to Corpus Christi, resulting in boats being stuck on 
flats and shoals for long hours (Price 1948).  In order for the town to grow and prosper it was 
evident that a deep-water access was required.  In 1871 the Corpus Christi Navigation 
Company was incorporated, subsequently contracting with Messrs. Morris and Cummings to 
dredge a channel to the town.  Completed in 1874, the channel, known as the Morris and 
Cummings Cut, extended from the naturally deep Lydia Ann Channel to Corpus Christi, 
following Corpus Christi Bayou and passing through the shallow flats behind Harbor Island.  
 
Concurrent with Aransas Pass improvements, plans were implemented to permit 
better navigation to the growing town of Corpus Christi.  Vessel traffic that did reach the 
town before the advent of the Morris and Cummings Cut had to be extremely shallow draft, 
as indicated by the 1845 diary entry by Col. Ethan Hitchcock in which he described the 
difficult passage from Aransas Pass to Corpus Christi (Price 1948). 
 
While the 1874 Morris and Cummings Cut improved navigation to the town, plans 
were presented by engineers as early as 1879 to dredge a direct route to the town through 
Turtle Cove, which was dredged to a depth of 2.6 m (8.5 ft) and a width of 22.8 m (75 ft) by 
1909.  By 1922, this channel was still 3.6 m (12 ft) deep and widened to 30 m (100 ft) over 
its 33-km (21-mi)  length to Corpus Christi.   
 
In 1922 it was proposed to enlarge this channel (now known as the Corpus Christi 
Channel) to a depth of between 7.6 and 9.1 m (25 and 30 ft) and a width of 61 to 91 m (200 
to 300 ft).  This proposal was made when it was realized that a deep water port was necessary 
for the economic development of this part of the country.  Corpus Christi, Aransas Pass, Port 
Aransas and Rockport were all vying for what to them would be a boon to their local 
economy.  Corpus Christi was eventually chosen over the others as the site for a deep water 
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port, thereby necessitating the enlargement of the "Corpus Christi Channel."  It was also 
proposed in this year to cut the 11-km (7-mi) channel through Harbor Island, a 7.6-m (25-ft) 
deep and 76-m (250-ft) wide swath from the entrance channel to Aransas Pass (U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers 1922).   
 
By 1926, a 7.6-by-61-m (25-by-200-ft) channel was extended across Corpus Christi 
Bay to Corpus Christi where, on September 14, the city's harbor was officially opened to 
commerce.  With a surge of oil shipments (shipping tonnage being at this time almost 
exclusively oil), and the attendant increase in ship size, it was realized that a deeper channel 
was required due to insufficient depth of water and ship groundings.  By 1930, the authorized 
depth had been increased to 9.1 m (30 ft), and by 1968 to 13.7 m (45 ft) (Alperin 1977:134-
135). 
 
Other improvements made in the area included dredging of the La Quinta Channel 
through Ingleside Cove along the western side at McGloin’s Bluff.  In conjunction with 
completion of an aluminum plant on the north coast of Corpus Christi Bay by the Reynolds 
Metal Company, a request was made to the Corps of Engineers for a 9.7-m (32-ft) deep 
channel to the company's wharf at La Quinta.  The channel was required to accommodate 
ore-laden vessels from Jamaica, the bauxite to be processed at the company's newly 
completed plant.  A 9.6-km (6-mi) long channel running along the shore was approved and 
construction of the 45-m (150-ft) wide channel was begun in 1954.  
 
It was not until the demands of war were felt that the Intracoastal Waterway was 
extended through its final segment, Laguna Madre.  The entry of the United States into 
World War ll brought German submarines into the Gulf of Mexico, off the Texas coast.  The 
danger to shipping in coastal waters was great.  A continuous protected passage from 
Brownsville to Apalachee Bay in Florida was of inestimable value to the war effort and plans 
to extend the waterway were made (Alpern 1977:161).  Congress passed the necessary 
legislation on July 23, 1942.   
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As planned, the waterway was to be extended, 3.6-m (12-ft) deep and 38-m (125-ft) 
wide, from Corpus Christi Bay through Laguna Madre to Port Isabel  The channel at Corpus 
Christi was first enlarged and then extended down Laguna Madre.  At that time Laguna 
Madre was divided into two bays by a mud flat that began 24 km (15 mi) below Point 
Penascal and extended 32 km (20 mi) south to Rincon de San Jose.  Dredges began 
operations  in December of 1945, at both ends of Laguna Madre, and were to meet at the mud 
flat.  The completion of this last portion of the waterway was in June of 1949 (Alpern 






 According to the available records, a number of Phase I cultural resource surveys 
have been conducted in Corpus Christi Bay and adjacent waterways.  Some of these surveys, 
including those conducted by Hudson Cultural Resource Services under Antiquities Permit 
NO. 0006 (Hudson 1976), PBS & J under Antiquities Permit 2629 (Hedrick and Gearhart 
2002), R. Christopher Goodwin & Associates, Inc. under Antiquities Permit No. 3417 
(Randolph et al. 2004), PBS & J under Antiquities Permit 3353 (Watts and Enright 2004), 
PBS & J under Antiquities Permit No. 4118 (Hoskins et al. 2006), PBS & J under Antiquities 
Permit No. 4356 (Jones 2007),  Panamaerican Consultants, Inc. under Antiquities Permit No. 
4852 (James and Faught 2008), and Marmaduke & Associates, LLC under Antiquities Permit 
No. 5038 (Jones 2008), found no anomalies indicative of significant cultural resources.  The 
survey by Marmaduke & Associates, LLC under Antiquities Permit No. 5038 (Jones 2008) is 
notable for its location just to the south of the survey described in this report.  Although no 
significant cultural resources were found, that work found several large magnetic anomalies 
that were interpreted as pipes and a well pad.  
 
 A number of other Phase I surveys did identify potentially significant anomalies, 
primarily in the northern portion of the bay in association with commercial shipping channel 
improvement projects.  Panamerican Consultants, Inc. under Antiquities Permit No. 1008 
(James and Pearson 1991) conducted remote-sensing survey and diver investigations on 
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portions of the Corpus Christi Shipping Channel.  This survey produced many side scan 
sonar and magnetometer anomalies, with five receiving diver investigations and an additional 
six recommended for future diver investigations or avoidance.  While four of the diver 
investigated targets were determined to be non-significant, one, located along the Port 
Aransas jetty, was interpreted as being potentially significant.  
 
 Tidewater Atlantic Research, Inc. (Watts 1995) conducted a 269 acre remote-sensing 
survey in association with two facilities to be constructed by the U.S. Navy at Ingleside.  A 
total of 22 anomalies were identified as potentially being related to significant cultural 
resources and recommended for additional testing if they could not be avoided.  
 
 In 2003, PBS&J, under Antiquities Permit No. 2407 (Enright et al. 2003), 
investigated improvements to Corpus Christi Channel and La Quinta Ship Channel and 
extending through Aransas Pass.  That work considered the impact of planned activities on 
sites 41NU252 (the previously discussed Mary), 41NU292, 41NU291, and 41NU264.  They 
concluded that the NRHP-eligible Mary would be affected by the proposed activities, the 
41NU292 wreck was potentially NRHP-eligible and could possible be designated as a SAL, 
but would not be affected by the proposed activities, and 41NU291 and 41NU264 would not 
be affected.  
 
 PBS & J, under Antiquities Permit No. 2920 (Watts et al. 2003), performed a remote-
sensing survey of several areas proposed as alignments as part of the Gulf Coast Intercoastal 
Waterway (GIWW).  The survey identified five targets that were recommended for further 
investigation or avoidance.   
 
 PBS & J, under Anitquities Permit No. 4135 (Jones et al. 2006), conducted a remote-
sensing survey of areas proposed as locations of flow lines and well pads.  Based on an initial 
survey and subsequent close interval magnetometer survey, three anomalies were identified 
as possible cultural resources and recommended for avoidance.  
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 PBS & J’s remote-sensing survey under Antiquities Permit No. 4254 (Jones et al. 
2007) investigated areas proposed as channels to existing well pads.  An initial remote-
sensing survey identified seven magnetic anomalies that were selected for close interval 
follow up.  One anomaly was identified as a potentially significant cultural resource and it 
was recommended for avoidance.  
.  
 Investigations of specific vessels include examinations of the Mary by Espey, Huston 
& Associates, Inc. under Antiquities Permit No. 858 (Hoyt 1990) and Coastal Environments, 
Inc. (Pearson and Simmons 1995).  That vessel was recommended as eligible for the NRHP 
and has been given the trinomial of 41NU252.  The Utina, a wooden hulled, World War II 
era, vessel was also assessed by Coastal Environments, Inc. (Pearson and Simmons 1995) 
and recommended for NRHP eligibility.  The remains of a Civil War anti-torpedo raft on 
Mustang Island were investigated by Smith et al. (1987).  
 
 
Recorded Shipwrecks in the Region 
 
 
As early as the sixteenth century, vessels such as the treasure-laden Spanish ships of 
1554, have been reported wrecked on the lower Texas coast.  In 1685, losing two of his own 
vessels in Matagorda Bay, the Frenchman La Salle found the local Karankawa Indians well 
accustomed to pillaging wrecked vessels along the coast (Arnold and Weddle 1978:178).  An 
1879 description of the coast and the dangers that the lower Texas coast held for vessels and 
lives states that: 
 
The Texas coast is without an available harbor for vessels caught in the 
easterly gales so common on that coast during a great part of the year.  The sea-fronts 
of Saint Joseph, Mustang and Padre Islands are strewn with wrecks.  Some lives are 
lost with nearly every wreck, and in many instances all on board are lost.  In a gale 
there is no harbor to run for, and if it increases so as to be too violent for the vessel to 
ride out, the only resource is to run on to the beach and be wrecked, with a view of 
saving as many lives as possible by loss of vessel and cargo [U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers 1879:936]. 
 
On the bay side of these islands, vessel losses are most likely to be found where boat 
use was heaviest.  For Corpus Christi Bay, the heaviest traffic commercial vessel use has 
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been concentrated along deep channels such as Corpus Christi Channel and La Quinta 
Channel. At its closest point, Corpus Christi Channel is 5.5 km (3.4 mi) to the north of the 
survey area.  Vessel traffic closer to Shamrock Island would be limited to shallow draft 
vessels such as fishing boats.  The generally shallow waters of the bays in the study area 
would have made recovery of lost vessels fairly easy and we must assume that every effort 
was made to salvage sunken vessels.  Commonly, however, salvage efforts go unreported 
(Pearson and Simmons 1994:52), and little documentation relating to salvage efforts in the 
study area was found.  
 
A check of the Texas Historical Commission Archeological Site Atlas finds two 
terrestrial sites in the vicinity.  One of these, 41NU91, is located on the northern side of 
Shamrock Island, although not information is included on this site in the Atlas.  Site 41NU349 
is located across Shamrock Cove on Mustang Island and is a late Prehistoric and Protohistoric 
shell midden.  A number of other prehistoric sites from various time periods are recorded to 
the north along the bay side of Mustang Island.  
 
In order to review recorded wrecks, data from the Texas Historical Commission 
Archeological Site Atlas, the Coast Guard Wrecks and Obstructions Database 
(http://www.nauticalcharts.noaa.gov/hsd/wrecks_and_obstructions.html), and various 
databases compiled in 2003 by CEI (under Mineral Management Service contract 1435-01-00-
CT-31054) were reviewed.  The Coast Guard Wrecks and Obstructions Database combines 
data from the Automated Wrecks and Onstruction Information System (AWOIS) and NOAA's 
Electronic Navigational Charts (ENC).  For the CEI database, only Coast Guard Hazards 
included data in Corpus Christi Bay.  All of these databases contain spatial information and 
each wreck was added to the project GIS for analysis and map making.  For this project, 
recorded wrecks and obstructions were considered to a radius of 5 miles within Corpus Christi 






     Figure 6. Recorded wrecks and obstructions in vicinity of Shamrock Island. [Map omitted in  
   public version of report.] 
 
 The database searches yielded a total of 70 entries.  Several of these appear in 
multiple databases and were combined into one point.  For the purposes of this report, entries 
that do not represent vessels (for example pipes and wells), will not be discussed further, but 
were left in the GIS as "Other Hazards" so that the potential impact on the remote-sensing 
data could be considered (Figure 6).  Likewise, entries that represent salvaged vessels were 
left in the GIS as "Other Hazards", but will not be discussed further.  After this 
categorization, a total of 13 wrecks of potential interest remain (Table 1).  These will now be 
considered in more detail.  
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Table 1. Previously recorded wrecks and obstructions in vicinity of survey.     
        
ID Database Type Name Length AWOIS No. CG No. THC No. 
1 AWOIS/CG/THC U/V Doyle D N/A 4825   1088 
2 AWOIS/ENC/THC F/V Unknown 32 4822   1092 
3 AWOIS/ENC/CG/THC F/V Donna Marie 55 4816   1538 
4 AWOIS S/V Unknown 24 4860     
5 AWOIS/ENC/CG P/C Unknown 25 13348     
6 ENC F/V Miss Take N/A       
7 CG/THC M/V Unknown 40   667 1091 
8 CG F/V Unknown 40   1170   
9 CG F/V Dynamic N/A   1486   
10 CG S/V Unknown 24   1765   
11 THC U/V Unknown N/A     1089 
12 THC U/V Unknown N/A     1087 
13 THC S/B Dayton  125     2369 
                
 
 Wreck 1 is a vessel of unknown type called the "Doyle D", which was lost before 
1975.  According to the data, the recorded location of this vessel is unreliable and it was not 
visible in later investigations, although minor debris was noted in this location.  From this 
information, no certainty can be offered with this wreck in terms of its historic significance 
or actual location.   Wreck 2 is listed as a 32-ft fishing vessel whose sinking predates 1967.  
This location is also unreliable and it has not been visible to later investigators.  It is 
impossible to determine the cultural significance of this vessel from the available data.  
Wreck 3 is a 55-ft fishing vessels named the "Donna Marie", which sunk in 1976.  This 
vessel has been marked by a buoy for some time and thus its location well to the north of the 
survey area is more certain.  Wrecks 4, 5, 6 are relatively recent losses and would not be 
considered culturally significant, nor likely to be located in the survey area.  Wreck 7 is a 40-
ft motor vessel of unknown age, but with high positional accuracy and away from the survey 
area.  Wreck 8 is a 40-ft fishing vessel with little additional information.  It has not been 
visible during recent investigations.  Wreck 9, a fishing vessel named "Dynamic", is marked 
by a buoy well to the southwest of the survey area.  Wreck 10 is another 24-ft sailing vessel 
listed as being in the Corpus Christi shipping channel.  Wreck 11 is attributed to a pre-1966 
wreck since it appears on a 1966 NOAA chart. Given the proximity of this vessel to areas 
researched in this report, there is a possibility it could lie in the survey area, although its 
cultural significance cannot be ascertained from the limited information available. Wreck 12 
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is a pre-1977 vessel that appears on a NOAA chart from that year.  Finally, the location of 
Wreck 13 is reliable and near the Corpus Christi shipping channel.  While this wreck has not 
been positively identified, the site form found in the Texas State Historical Commission 
Archeological Atlas suggests it may represent the Mexican War-era steamboat Dayton.  This 
vessel is thought to have been lost near McGloin's Bluff to the south of Ingleside (Wagner 
n.d.).  
 
 In summary, it is possible that Wrecks 1, 2, and 11, which are the wrecks mapped 
closest to the survey area, lie within or near the survey area, although their positions are 
uncertain.  The cultural significance of these vessels is difficult to determine due to the 
limited information available.  In the very least, these vessels must be considered when 











Remote-Sensing Field Methods 
 
 
 The survey conducted on December 15th and 17th, 2014 was crewed by Charles 
Pearson and Bryan Haley of CEI and Seth Gambill and John Mayer of Naismith Marine.  No 
data was collected on December 16, 2104 due to inclement weather. The remote-sensing 
equipment used consisted of a Geonics G882 marine magnetometer, an Edgetech 4125 
digital side-scan sonar, and a Knudsen / Odom EVM Echosounder.  Data collection planning 
and guidance was performed using Hypack Max software.  All of the equipment was 
calibrated and tuned to obtain optimum results and was monitored at all times during the 
survey.  Positioning data were recorded in the Texas State Plane coordinate system and the 
NAD83 datum using a RTK GPS, which received corrections over a cellular phone using a 
Virtual Reference System (VRS).  A 26-ft pilothouse vessel was used in the survey.  All 
survey parameters were designed to meet the guidelines set forth in Texas Administrative 
Code, Title 13, Part 2, Chapters 28. 
 
 The magnetometer was used to locate metallic objects that might represent 
submerged cultural resources as well as hazards or impediments to the proposed dredging 
activity, such as dredge pipe, cable and the like.  The magnetometer measures and records 
both the Earth’s ambient magnetic field and the presence of magnetic anomalies (deviations 
from the ambient background) generated by ferrous masses and various other sources.  These 
measurements are recorded in Gamma, a standard unit of magnetic intensity (equal to 
0.00001 gauss).  Magnetic data were collected at one-second intervals providing a record of 
both the ambient field and the character and amplitude of anomalies encountered.   
 
 An Edgetech 4125-FS digital side-scan sonar was used in the survey.  The side-scan 
sonar is an instrument that, through the transmission of dual fan-shaped pulses of sound and 
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reception of reflected sound pulses, produces an acoustic image of the bottom.  Under ideal 
circumstances, the side-scan sonar is capable of providing a near-photographic representation 
of the bottom on either side of the line of survey.  The side-scan sonar towfish was operated 
at a frequency of 900 kHz, and at the 30-m-per-channel setting to collect acoustic data over a 
60-m (196-ft) wide swath on each line.  This setting provided resolution detail and complete 
overlapping coverage with the 20-m line spacing used in the survey area. 
 
 The Knudsen / Odom EVM echosounder was used to obtain information on 
bathymetry in the surveyed area, but it also served to identify objects that extend above the 
bottom.  All recorded water depths were adjusted to account for the depth of the transducer 
below the water.  
 
 
Analysis and Interpretation of Remote-Sensing Data 
 
 
 Initial processing of all remote-sensing data were performed by Naismith Marine and 
then delivered to CEI for further processing, analysis, and interpretation.  For the bathymetry 
and magnetometer data, the supplied raw data values were gridded using the kriging 
algorithm in Surfer 10 software. The resulting raster files were then added to a geographic 
information system (GIS) with ArcMap 10.2 software.  Vector contours were created for 
each raster in ArcMap at an interval of 1 ft for the bathymetry data and 50 Gamma for the 
magnetic data.  For the side-scan sonar data, Edgetech software was used to view the raw 
acquisition lines in order to look for subtle cultural features.  In addition, a side-scan sonar 
mosaic created by Naismith Marine for all of the transects were placed in the GIS.   
 
 The interpretation of remote-sensing anomalies is based on amplitude (strength), 
orientation, duration / size, and complexity.  For example, the amplitude of a magnetic 
anomaly will be greater depending on the mass of the target that produces it. Pearson 
(1991:70) finds that magnetic anomalies produced by historic wrecks are generally stronger 
than 50 gammas. Its orientation with respect to magnetic north is an indication of whether it 
exhibits remnant or induced magnetism, which can reveal the material and thermal history of 
the target.  One important systematic analysis of marine anomaly characteristics was 
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conducted by Garrison et al. (1989).  Among other things, they conclude that, unlike wrecks, 
modern debris typically produces isolated anomalies with random diploar orientations 
(Garrision et al. 1989:223).     
 
 Because of the coarse line spacing and altitude used in underwater remote sensing, 
information on target duration / size is somewhat limited perpendicular to survey lines, but 
the presence of an anomaly on more than one transect is often used as a minimum standard 
for identifying sunken vessels since that is related to the size of the target.  Pearson (1991:70) 
finds that magnetic anomalies produced by historic wrecks are larger than 34.4 m (80 feet) on 
the smallest dimension. More recent work (for example, Pearson 2010, 2012), advocates 
eliminating anomalies less than 20 m (65 feet) across.  Side-scan sonar data is interpreted 
differently since it is used to create a continuous image of a section of sea floor.  In that case, 
a visual search for geometric patterning and/or shadowing is performed.  
 
 Anomaly complexity perhaps provides the "single most powerful discriminator" 
between the single source anomalies produced by debris and the complex anomalies created 
by shipwrecks (Gearhart 2011:102).  Gearhart's (2011:97-102) study of magnetic data from a 
variety of wrecks indicates that, while wrecks may consist of a complex set of anomalies, the 
typical distance from the sensor will usually result in the appearance of a single dipole that 
exhibits induced magnetism.  A dipole exhibiting induced magnetism consists of negative 
and positive poles with the negative pole oriented at less than 26 degrees from magnetic 
north.  In contrast, debris exhibits remnant magnetism with the dipole, and the resulting 
magnetic moment, deviating more than 26 degrees from north.   
 
  Finally, if a target produces an anomaly on one technique, its appearance on other 
remote-sensing data sets should be considered. In general, anomalies appearing on two or 
more data sets should be given higher priority to those only appearing on a single technique.  
Of course historic records, observations made during field work, and any other relevant 





Remote-Sensing Survey Results 
 
Survey Area 1 
 
 The planned survey lines and as run lines are shown in Figure 7.  The bathymetry 
(Figure 8) depicts the same shoal feature that is visible on the nautical charts, except that it 
was entirely submerged at the time of the survey.  Water depths off the shoal continue to 
range from 6 to 10 feet to the north and 5 to 8 feet to the south. The new bathymetry offers 
more detail and indicates the presence of a slight trough to the south of the shoal.   
 
 





Figure 8. Bathymetry data for Survey Areas 1.  
 
 The magnetometer data (Figure 9) contains several, large, linear features with the 
characteristic alternating pattern that indicates the presence of ferrous metal pipes.  These 
anomalies are very strong magnetically, with maximum ranges from 709 to 4963 Gamma.  
Given the many platforms and wells that visible on nautical charts, the source of these 
anomalies are almost certainly oil structures.  These are not discussed further here. 
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Figure 9. Magnetometer contours and anomalies for Survey Area 1. [Map omitted in public version of report.]
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 Anomalies M1 through M9 (Figure 9 and Table 2), based on amplitude and 
orientation, are not consistent with significant historic wrecks.  Anomalies M1 and M3 
exhibit strong amplitudes, but are monopolar and possibly associated with pipes.  Anomaly  
Anomalies M4 is small and monopolar.  The orientation of the dipolar anomalies M2, M5, 
and M9 is indicative of induced magnetism, but they are too small and weak to suggest a 
wreck of historic significance.  Anomalies M6 and M7 are both monopoles, while anomaly 
M8 is a small dipole with an orientation that suggest remnant magnetism.  It should be noted 
that in these very shallow waters, magnetometer sensor distance decreases and sensitivity 
increases, allowing small ferrous masses to be detected.  
 
 Side-scan sonar results (Figure 10) do not contain any anomalies of potential cultural 
significance.  What does appear are anomalies caused by natural sand ripples in the shoaled 
area and a change in amplitude to the north and south related to a change in water depth.   
None of the magnetic anomalies appear in the side-scan sonar data, indicating that those 
features are buried.  
 
 
Table 2. Magnetometer anomalies and characteristics for Survey Area 1.  Anomaly centroid positions 
given. [Coordinates omitted in public version of report.] 
                
Id Type Min(G) Max(G) Range(G) Length(m) East(m) North(m) 
M1 Single MP 727 -2 729 66.81 681179.29 3072820.11 
M2 Single DP 61 -19 80 19.61 681211.58 3072902.07 
M3 Single MP 594 -19 613 38.63 681772.75 3072968.55 
M4 Single MP -13 -35 22 20.08 681870.52 3072907.94 
M5 Multiple DP 46 -33 79 19.69 681405.15 3072701.65 
M6 Single MP 142 14 128 23.11 681344.54 3072687.97 
M7 Single MP 46 15 31 23.11 681251.66 3072642.99 
M8 Single DP 94 -10 104 23.11 681259.48 3072608.78 
M9 Single DP 51 -21 72 15.73 681777.64 3072655.70 
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Figure 10. Side-scan sonar results for Survey Area 1.  
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Survey Area 2 
 
 Planned and As Run survey lines for Survey Area 2 are shown in Figure 12 and 
bathymetry results shown in Figure 13.  The bathymetry closely matches the 2012 nautical 
chart, with a shoal that extends about 450 m (1476 ft) south of the tip of Shamrock island.  








Figure 12. Bathymetry data for Survey Areas 2.  
 
 Magnetometer results, shown in Figure 14, are once again dominated by modern 
industrial targets, exhibiting amplitudes as high as 4924 Gamma; these will not be discussed 
here.  At least one of these appears to correspond to obstructions labeled on nautical charts 
(see Figure 2).  
 
 Anomalies 10 through 16 are spatially isolated from the other magnetic anomalies.   
Anomaly 10 is composed of several weak dipoles and is more consistent with debris.  
Anomaly M11 contains one relatively strong dipole that is oriented towards magnetic north 
(ie. exhibiting induced magnetism) and a smaller and weaker dipole with the negative pole 
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oriented approximately 30 degrees south of west (ie. exhibiting remnant magnetism).  This 
anomaly warrants further consideration, although its proximity to the oil production-related 
targets must also be noted..  Anomaly M12 includes two small dipoles of moderate strength 
and one oriented towards magnetic north and one with the negative pole oriented towards the 
south.  Each of these is smaller than would be expected from an historic wreck.  Anomaly 
M13 is weaker than would be expected of an historic wreck, especially given the short 
distance between the sensor and the target in this location.  Anomaly M14 is a strong set of 
multiple dipoles, but the side-scan sonar data reveals a well pad in this location (see next 
paragraph).  Anomaly M15 is a very strong set of multiple dipoles that is consistent with a 
short segment of pipe.  Finally, anomaly M16 is a strong dipole oriented towards magnetic 
north (ie. exhibiting induced magnetism).  Along with anomaly M11, M16 has some 
characteristics of magnetic anomalies from historic wrecks. 
 
 A mosaic of the side-scan sonar data from Survey Area 2 is shown in Figure 16 and a 
few cultural anomalies can be identified (Figure 15).  Anomalies S1, S2, and S3 exhibit relief 
and correspond to oil production features visible in the magnetometer data.  These are clearly 
well pads.  Anomalies S4, S5, and S6 are more subtle features that also correspond to 
anomalies interpreted as oil structures in the magnetometer data.  Their appearance in the 
side-scan sonar data suggests these structures are partially, but not completely, buried.  No 
side-scan sonar anomalies correspond to magnetic anomalies M11 and M16.  If these are 
historic wrecks, they are most likely buried or otherwise lack topographic expression. 
 
 
Table 2. Magnetometer anomalies and characteristics for Survey Area 2.  Anomaly centroid 
positions given. [Coordinates omitted in public version of report.] 
                
Id Type Min(G) Max(G) Range(G) Length(m) East1(m) North1(m) 
M10 Multiple DP -64 136 200 78.38 679829.43 3070864.64 
M11 Multiple DP -119 800 919 111.49 680330.02 3070872.04 
M12 Multiple DP -37 168 205 42.66 679727.83 3071083.92 
M13 Single DP -30 16 46 33.62 679921.51 3070978.09 
M14 Multiple DP -9 623 632 99.07 680196.67 3070607.46 
M15 Multiple DP -1107 315 1422 55.7 680305.68 3071094.29 
M16 Single DP -61 562 623 33.88 680092.96 3070883.69 
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Figure 13. Magnetometer contours and anomalies of interest for Survey Area 2. [Map omitted in public version of report.]
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 The remote-sensing survey recorded a number of anomalies from submerged 
resources, especially in the magnetometer data, but the majority of these can be positively 
related to recent oil production targets and therefore not significant cultural resources.  These 
include pipes, wells, and platforms, which together cover the majority of the survey areas.  
The lack of side-scan sonar expression for most of these targets indicate that they are buried.  
Nevertheless, extreme caution should be taken in either of these regions if dredging or any 
activity that will disturb the seabed is conducted.  
 
 Most of the remaining magnetic targets fail to meet the criteria that indicate they are 
historic shipwrecks or other significant cultural resources.  These anomalies are either weak 
in amplitude, small in size, or of an orientation that is inconsistent with historic wrecks. 
Furthermore, these anomalies are not corroborated on side-scan sonar data.  As result, these 
are interpreted as modern debris that are almost certainly related to the intensive extraction 
activity that has taken place here.  Anomalies M11 and M16, however, cannot be ruled out as 
being related to wrecks of some sort, especially given that at least three sunken vessels 
(wrecks 1, 2, and 11) may lie in the vicinity. 
 
 
 In summary, two anomalies of interest (M11 and M16) were identified in the remote-
sensing data collected and analyzed for this project.  It is impossible to determine from the 
remote sensing data alone if these anomalies are related to cultural resources that meet NHRP 
or Texas SAL criteria.  Therefore it is recommended that these areas be avoided using a 50 
meter buffer from the boundary of the magnetic anomaly (see Figure 16).  If they cannot be 
avoided by the planned activities, additional ground truth investigations are necessary.  No 
further action is recommended for Survey Areas 1 and the remaining portion of Survey Area 
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2, although care should be taken to avoid the numerous oil-related targets, some of which 
may be only partly or shallowly buried. 
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